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Russia has banned imports of all agricultural produce from Bulgaria as of Sept. 1 over forged
certificates from the EU country, Russia's agriculture watchdog said in a statement Thursday.

A wide range of food imports from Bulgaria is already subject to Russia's food embargo, which
Russia introduced last year in response to Western sanctions imposed on the country over its
role in the Ukraine crisis.

The new restrictions were introduced after Bulgaria acknowledged that a number of export
and re-export agricultural certificates were false, agriculture watchdog Rosselkhoznadzor
said in a statement.

Rosselkhoznadzor has imposed a temporary ban on all agricultural imports and re-exports
from Bulgaria, the statement said.

On April 25, Russia imposed a ban on re-exported fruit and vegetables from Bulgaria over a
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number of cases involving fake certificates. Rosselkhoznadzor suspected that exported
apples, which according to Bulgarian certificates were being re-exported from Brazil,
Morocco and China, actually came from EU countries, the Interfax news agency reported at
the time.

Over the past several months the Russian government has intensified its efforts to stop the
import of food products that have fallen under sanctions. A presidential decree that came into
force on Aug. 6 called for the destruction of all banned Western food products found and
confiscated.

In July Russia prolonged the food embargo on the U.S., EU, Canada, Australia and Norway for
another year. Last month it added Albania, Montenegro, Iceland and Liechtenstein to the ban
list over their support for the extension of EU sanctions against Russia.

The food ban will also apply to Ukraine from January 2016 if it implements the economic
portions of its association agreement with the European Union.

In the first half of this year, imports from Bulgaria to Russia totaled $211.5 million, 33.6
percent less than in the first six months of 2014. Bulgaria made up 0.65 percent of EU imports
to Russia in the first half of this year, the RBC newspaper reported, citing data from Russia's
Federal Customs Service.
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